
P.A.D.S. Chair Sensor
The Personal Accident Deterrent System 
Can be used with Secure® Universal Alarm (SUA-1 or SUA-1Y),  
Secure® Code Alarm (SCA-1), Secure® 120 Alarm (SUA-120), 
Secure® Fall Alarm Monitor (CAS-FAM) 
Model No. CHAIRPAD-1 (12" x 12")  • Made in PRC

Instructions
1. The alarm and sensor pad should be checked prior to 

each use for proper functioning. The “Test/Reset” button 
also functions as a battery tester.

2. Place P.A.D.S.® Chair Sensor in center of chair seat 
directly under buttocks of user. If chair cushion is used 
sensor pad must be placed on top of chair cushion 
directly under buttocks of user. 

3. Install batteries (included) in Alarm by opening cover with 
screwdriver.  Put sensor pad connecting pin into opening 
at top, front or pad jack opening of alarm. CAUTION! 
ALWAYS remove sensor pad pin from alarm by pulling 
straight up on the white "PULL" tab.  DO NOT attempt to 
remove pin any other way or you may damage  pin and 
void warranty.

4. Affix Alarm Holder securely to bottom or back of chair out 
of sight and reach of the resident. Simply wrap Velcro® 
strap with rubberized non-slip backing around railing 
or frame of chair. Holder placement should be easily 
accessible to staff. Put alarm in holder and fasten Velcro® 
closure of holder to Secure® alarm in holder. Secure 
excess cord to avoid damaging.

5. Carefully assist user into chair.

6. When using the Secure® Universal  
Alarm (SUA-1 or SUA-1Y) with this pad push the  
“Test/Reset” button on alarm to test.  The alarm will sound 
4 times and shut off to indicate proper functioning.  Alarm 
will allow for normal movement.  However, if user gets 
off sensor pad the alarm will sound to alert staff.  When 
user gets back on pad the alarm will automatically reset. 
PLEASE NOTE:  If using a Secure® brand alarm 
other than the Secure® Universal Alarm (SUA-1 or 
SUA-1Y) with this pad please follow instructions for 
the particular alarm.  Instructions for all Secure® 
brand alarms can be printed from our web site at 
www.SecureSafetySolutions.com.

7. When staff removes user from pad for whatever reason 
the alarm will sound.  To silence alarm press "Test/Reset" 
button per alarm's instructions.

Cleaning Instructions
Use the same cleaning method as you use to clean vinyl 
mattress covers.

Water and Incontinent Proof
The P.A.D.S.® Sensor has been specially designed to be water 
and incontinent proof. If sensor is exposed to extreme heat, 
punctured or torn it will no longer be water and incontinent 
proof and should no longer be used. Warranty will be voided. 
Never submerge sensor and pad completely in water.

12 Month Limited Warranty 
Personal Safety Corporation warrants this product to be 
free from factory defects in materials and workmanship for 
a period of 12 months from the date on the product. Void if 
this product is misused, abused or punctured. No warranty or 
responsibility of use expressed or implied.

CAUTION!
This product is designed as a monitor, alerting the staff when a patient has risen from their bed or chair. This 
product is not a restraint and therefore will not prevent a patient from getting out of their bed or chair. This 

product is to be used in conjunction with a total fall prevention program.

DO NOT ASSUME!
This product must be tested each time it is used with a patient to make sure it functions properly.
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Thank you.

Anti-Microbial and Non-Skin sensitive  covers!

Please see our complete line of Secure® fall/wandering prevention & patient safety products  
at www.SecureSafetySolutions.com 

Highest Quality...Lowest Prices...Guaranteed!
Personal Safety Corporation  •  Hiawatha, Iowa 52233  •  800.373.2873


